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1. Title: Mother 

 

2. Description:  

Mother is a single player, 2D narrative adventure game comprising time loops and multiple 

endings. As the player progresses through the game, they will slowly come to discover the truth 

of their identity. 

 

3. Characters:  

One player game 

● "Player" 

NPCs 

● Mother 

● Edmund 

● Anne Droid 

 

4. Story: 

Originally set in a sci-fi society, our player wakes up in a room where a mysterious voice leads 

them through a series of decisions that affects their experience and changes the encounters 

they have with characters in our world. With each loop, the scenes will begin to slowly “degrade” 

as the player gains more insight into what is going on. There are three main storylines total, 

each having their own unique ending(s) -- the Killer, the Pacifist, and the Outlier.  

 

5. Theme(s): 

● Sci-Fi/real life 

● Robots vs humans 

 

● Levels of Betrayal 

○ Lowest Level: Game looks friendly but isn’t 

○ Middle Level: The voiceover 

○ Revealed Betrayal: Player thinks they are human, but is actually a robot and 

tries to save the human race and destroy all the AI, but it turns out that all the 

AI are human. 

● Player Identity 

○ Player Immersion 

■ Players feel responsible for the protagonist’s identity 

 



6. Story Progression: 

The game consists of three main storylines that each have their own unique ending(s): the killer, 

the pacifist, and the outlier. Players can only experience one storyline and ending at a time.  

 

● The Killer: 

○ The Killer storyline focuses the most on violent decisions chosen in the game. If 

a player decides to consistently choose the more violent decisions in the 

beginning of the game, they will be thrown down a storyline where the choices 

will become increasingly disturbing and uncomfortable for the player. 

Furthermore, the player will be given less and less of a choice to retract their 

decisions as they are forced to commit more violent actions. 

 

● The Pacifist: 

○ The Pacifist storyline focuses on committing no violent actions at all. Though, this 

line has three different endings where one line defines the player as a 

"protector." 

■ The Protector: The protector is defined by the name it is given. At first, the 

player must choose a path of no violence until faced with the choice of 

protecting others versus being beaten to death. If chosen, the player will 

kill others but with the intention of protecting.  

■ The Sacrifice: The sacrifice is defined by no killing whatsoever even when 

faced with the choice of protecting others. You choose to sacrifice 

yourself (but not necessarily for the greater good -- we have to work on 

this). 

■ The Fighter: The fighter is defined by becoming the generic hero 

portrayed in streamline Hollywood. Similar to the protector, you become 

the "hero" in the end by rising up and fighting back the antagonist.  

● The Outlier: 

○ The Outlier storyline is first defined by a mixture between the killer and the 

pacifist, however, its storyline diverges into its own line. 

■ Edmund is Mother: You meet a mysterious figure who turns out to be the 

mastermind behind the entire operation. 

■ Caught and brought before Mother: You are taken prisoner and brought 

to Mother where you discover the truth behind everything.  

 

7. Gameplay: 

Click-through Narrative 

 

7a. Player Experience Goal 

The goal is to construct an immersive experience for players to feel betrayals in their identity in 

the game. 

● Levels of Betrayal 

○ Lowest Level: Game looks friendly but isn’t 

○ Middle Level: The voiceover 



○ Revealed Betrayal: Player thinks they are human, but is actually a robot and tries to 

save the human race and destroy all the AI, but it turns out that all the AI are human. 

● Player identity 

○ Player immersion 

■ Player feels responsible for the protagonist's identity 

 

7b. User Skills 

● Clicking through screens 

● Decision Making 

● Puzzle solving(?) -- piecing the story together 

 

7c. Game Mechanics 

● Interactable objects for players to explore. 

● Clickable choices for players to progress the story 

 

7e. Progression and Challenges 

As the player progresses through the story, their decisions will lead them down a path of unique 

situations that will challenge their ideals and make them reflect on their choices. This internal 

challenge will affect each ending scene that plays out for our player.  

 

8. Art Style 

2D Cel painting  

● Futuristic/Sci-Fi 

● Animated drawings 

● Non-realistic 

 

9. Music and Sounds 

● Technological elements/sound effects 

● Voiceovers  

○ Mother 

○ Edmund 

○ Anne(?) 

● Possible background music 

 

10. Technical Description 

● The game will be created using Unity 2D and utilize Google Drive as a means for 

sharing assets and scripts.  

● The artwork will be created in Procreate and Photoshop 

 

The game will be available on both platforms: PC and Mac. (Possible upload to itch.io and 

steam) 
 

11a. Demographics 

For ages 13 or older due to the inclusion of violent themes, mild language, and minimal blood. 



 

11b. Platforms and Monetization 

Our game would be available for purchase on the Steam store for PC and Mac and advertised 

as an interactive narrative (maybe :D).  

● PC and MAC 

● Consider uploading to itch.io for prototyping purposes 

 

11c. Localization 

● During our initial launch, our game will only be available in English. 

● For later updates, we hope to add Chinese as a language option. 

 

 

Miro Board Link: 

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kihaKCk=/  

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kihaKCk=/

